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Abstract
We consider the importance of road links as backup alternatives when other links in the network are disrupted
(due to events such as ﬂoods, landslides, car accidents etc.). While traditional measures of link importance capture a
link’s role for transport eﬃciency under normal conditions, we are interested in a link’s role for transport robustness
and network redundancy. We refer to this concept as redundancy importance and introduce two measures based on
traﬃc ﬂow and disruption impacts (here operationalized as travel delay), respectively. In the ﬂow-based measure we
consider the net traﬃc ﬂow that is redirected to the studied link when other links are closed. In the impact-based
measure we also consider the impact that is avoided through the studied link, i.e., how much worse the next-best
backup alternatives would be if the studied link itself would not be available. We argue that although a link may not
be important under normal conditions, a higher prioritization in resource allocations could be justiﬁed if many users
could come to rely on it in extraordinary situations. Hence, these measures should be useful as quantitative decision
support in the allocation of resources for investments and maintenance as well as for setting up pre-emptive rerouting
plans. The measures are applied in a case study of northern Sweden and the general characteristics that determine
which links are redundancy important are identiﬁed.
Keywords: network, vulnerability, redundancy, importance, rerouting, backup
1. Introduction
The road transport system, with its role of connecting people, businesses, services and activities separated in
space, is a fundamental part of modern society. In order to maintain a high level of transport system performance it is
intuitively clear that some roads are more important than others, due to characteristics of themselves, the road network
surrounding them as well as the superimposed travel demand. It is reasonable that such road links receive particular
attention when allocating resources for investments, maintenance and operations.
A link in the road network can be considered important if many people typically make use of the link when they
travel. In that case, many people rely on the service provided by the link and would be directly aﬀected by any change
in that service, such as an improvement of the travel safety. The level of use of a link corresponds to the traﬃc ﬂow
across the link (e.g., vehicles, persons or units of goods per unit time); hence, we will refer to this notion of importance
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as ﬂow-based importance. Connecting to the broader literature on network analysis, ﬂow can be seen as a measure of
link centrality, more speciﬁcally a generalized measure of betweenness centrality [1, 2, 3].
Although ﬂow-based importance measures how many travellers use the link, it does not capture how much worse
oﬀ these travellers would be if the link was not available. Another notion of link importance is hence to consider the
impact if the link would be disrupted and impossible to utilize. This is the predominant point of departure in network
vulnerability and robustness analysis [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. We will refer to this notion of importance as impact-based
importance. In the general network analysis literature the corresponding concept has also been called delta centrality
and information centrality [11]. Existing studies of impact-based link importance diﬀer mainly in how the impact
is operationalized. The typical approach is to deﬁne some measure of system performance and then measure link
importance as the change (most often reduction) in system performance when the link is closed. Impact measures that
have been used include changes in travel time or generalized travel cost [4, 5, 12, 13], accessibility [5, 7], commodity
ﬂows [8] and other indicators of transport system performance [6, 9].
One of the beneﬁts of a network-structured system is the possibility of achieving both eﬃciency under normal
conditions and robustness against disturbances. The studies mentioned above have all considered link importance in
terms of the roles that links play to ensure the normal every-day transport eﬃciency. We may thus refer to importance
in this traditional setting as eﬃciency importance. In this paper, in contrast to previous studies, we consider the
importance of links as rerouting alternatives when other links in the road network are disrupted (due to any kind of
event, such as ﬂoods, landslides, car accidents or rockfall). In this setting, a road link can be considered important
if many travellers are able to utilize the link as part of an alternative route when some other link along their usual
route is closed. Furthermore, the link can be considered particularly important if the impacts of the disruption would
be considerably worse without the studied link available for rerouting. In other words, the link provides important
redundancy to the transport system. We will refer to link importance in this sense as redundancy importance.
The point we want to make is that if we only consider link importance under normal circumstances, a link that
typically has a small ﬂow may not warrant any particular consideration in resource allocations. However, if it con-
stitutes a rerouting alternative for one or several heavily used links, so that many users could come to rely on it in an
extraordinary situation, a higher prioritization could be justiﬁed.
In parallel with the traditional ﬂow-based and impact-based notions of importance, we deﬁne two corresponding
measures of redundancy importance. Flow-based redundancy importance is deﬁned as the net ﬂow that is redirected
to the considered link when some other link is closed, using a weighted sum across all other links as a summarizing
statistic. Impact-based redundancy importance is deﬁned as the diﬀerence in overall impact if both the other link and
the considered link are closed for redirected traﬃc, compared to when only the other link is closed, again summarized
over all other links. The measures are applicable under general assumptions about travel demand and behavior and
take into account that route ﬂows may not be unique in model-based traﬃc assignments.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we deﬁne the measures of redundancy importance
more formally and provide a small example. In Section 3 we describe a case study of a part of northern Sweden in
which the importance measures are applied. Results from the study are presented in Section 4, followed by some
concluding remarks in Section 5.
2. Redundancy importance
2.1. An illustrative example
To illustrate the ideas behind the new measures, consider the small example road network in Figure 1. Assuming
that all links allow travel at the same speed and that travellers choose the fastest route between their origin and
destination, it is reasonable that most people travelling between A and B normally use the route (a, d). Suppose now
that link a is closed. Assuming that there are no signiﬁcant congestion eﬀects from the link closure, it then appears
that (c, f , e) is the shortest route between A and B, so that most users will (after some equilibration perhaps) switch
to this route. The ﬂow between A and B is thus rerouted to the links c, f and e, which serve as alternatives to a. The
situation is analogous if link d is closed, i.e., the ﬂow between A and B is redirected to c, f and e. Links c, f and e are
thus of ﬂow-based redundancy importance with respect to both a and d. In this example, no other origin/destination
pairs than (A, B) appear to be aﬀected by closures of a or d.
What would happen if c, f or e were not available as rerouting alternatives for a or d? If both a and c were
closed, there would be no available routes (at least in the part of the network shown here) from or to A, which would
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Figure 1: Example network. The triangles indicate origin/destination nodes.
likely mean a signiﬁcant impact for the travellers. If e or f were closed along with a, on the other hand, it would
be possible to use the route (c, b, d) between A and B, which would likely mean a less severe impact. Hence, c is of
higher impact-based redundacy importance with respect to a than are e and f . Similar arguments give that links e and
f are of higher impact-based importance than a with respect to d.
Trips between A and C, meanwhile, should normally use the direct link c. When c is closed, the best alternative
route is (a, b), and the ﬂow between A and C is redirected to these links. Links a and b are thus of ﬂow-based
redundancy importance with respect to c. The impact-based redundancy importance should be larger for a than b,
since there are no alternative routes when both a and c are closed (as we saw above) while the route (a, d, e, f ) is
available even when both c and b are closed.
Users travelling between B and C, ﬁnally, should normally use the route (e, f ). If any of these two links is closed,
the best alternative route is (d, b), and the ﬂow will be redirected to these links. Links b and d are thus of ﬂow-based
redundancy importance with respect to e and f . Similar arguments as those above give that d should be of higher
impact-based redundancy importance than b with respect to both e and f .
All in all, link b constitutes a rerouting alternative for links c, e and f . That is, even though link b is normally
not used by any travellers in this network, it is heavily relied on as a backup link when other links are disrupted. It is
therefore of low (zero) traditional eﬃciency importance but high redundancy importance. The remaining links (a, c,
d, e and f ) are used both under normal conditions and as rerouting alternatives and are hence of eﬃciency as well as
redundancy importance.
2.2. Flow-based redundancy importance
In our ﬁrst measure of redundancy importance we consider the net amount of ﬂow that is rerouted to the link of
interest when other links are closed. Throughout, we let k index the link for which we calculate the importance, and let
 index some other link that is closed. Further, we let f 0k denote the ﬂow (vehicles, people, units of goods etc. per unit
time) across k when the entire network is fully operational and let f k denote the same quantity when link  is closed,
all other links remaining open. Note that f 0k represents the traditional ﬂow-based measure of k’s importance. Both
f 0k and f

k are quantities that are easily obtained from model-based traﬃc assignments and simulations, regardless of
what assumptions about route choice, congestion eﬀects etc. are made, or from real-world traﬃc counts if such would
be available for both scenarios.
The ﬂow-based redundancy importance of k with respect to link  is deﬁned as
RIﬂow(k; ) =
(
f k − f 0k
)
+
, (1)
where (x)+ means that (x)+ = x if x > 0 and 0 otherwise. The change in ﬂow f k − f 0k captures the net change in
ﬂow across k when link  is closed. Note that travellers may reroute away from k as well as onto k if the two links
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are aligned roughly in series or due to congestion eﬀects whereby rerouting traﬃc forces other traﬃc away. Without
the lower bound at 0, a negative change in ﬂow would suggest that k contributes negatively to the redundancy of
the network, which seems like an inappropriate property for an importance measure. In such situations we instead
consider k to be of no redundancy importance with respect to .
The global ﬂow-based redundancy importance measure is obtained by a weighted summation over closures on
every other link   k,
RIﬂow(k) =
∑
k
w
(
f k − f 0k
)
+
. (2)
The weights w reﬂect the signiﬁcance of being an alternative to k. For example, they may represent the relative
probabilities that each link fails (see further Section 2.4).
2.3. Impact-based redundancy importance
Although the ﬂow-based redundancy importance measure captures how many users take advantage of link k as a
rerouting alternative for the closed link , it does not consider how much worse the impact would have been, both for
the redirected travellers themselves and for other travellers aﬀected by congestion, if link k had not been available for
rerouting. If, say, there is another route not including k that would constitute almost as good an alternative as the route
with k itself for all rerouted travellers, then a closure of k along with  would in fact not lead to much worse impacts
than if only  were closed. In this sense, therefore, k is not very important as a rerouting alternative for . In other
cases k may be part of the only alternative route for . If  is closed, then all trips normally using  must use link k if
they are still undertaken. If k too is closed, these trips cannot be completed until any of the links is reopened, which
can be expected to have signiﬁcant impacts. Hence, in this sense, k is very important as a rerouting alternative to .
The idea behind the impact-based redundancy importance measure is to only capture the impact avoided by a link
serving as rerouting alternative and not the direct impact of closing the link itself, which is captured by the traditional,
eﬃciency importance measure. This necessarily means that the measure is of a more theoretical nature and not easily
observable in reality. In model-based calculations it is also important to recognize the level of detail that is provided
by the traﬃc assignment model. In particular, if there are multiple used routes between a given origin-destination
(OD) pair, some but not all used routes may include the link of interest. To completely determine which travellers
use k as rerouting alternative it would be necessary to identify travellers’ routes both with k available and without it,
which is a stronger requirement than unique route ﬂows in each scenario (which, in itself, is a requirement that is not
fulﬁlled by for example user equilibrium traﬃc assignment unless additional assumptions are made).
Here we shall only assume that origin-destination ﬂows (and not necessarily route ﬂows) are identiﬁable, which
means that feasible measures become less precise but more generally applicable. We thus identify all OD pairs (i, j)
for which at least one used route contains the considered link k, and denote this set Pk. To separate k’s role as
rerouting alternative from its role for normal eﬃciency we calculate the total impact of a closure of  assuming that
only travellers between OD pairs in Pk are allowed to use k, and denote this quantity ΔT k . This quantity should
be possible to calculate with any traﬃc assignment model that allows multi-class assignments, since one can then
prohibit the use of k for OD pairs not in Pk. The impact ΔT k is compared with the total impact of a closure of  when
all other links including k are open for any travellers, which we denote ΔT . Note that this latter quantity represents
the traditional impact-based importance of .
The impact-based redundancy importance of k with respect to link  is deﬁned as
RIimpact(k; ) = ΔT k − ΔT . (3)
Similar to the traditional impact-based importance measure we expect ΔT k − ΔT  to typically be positive but that
Braess-like eﬀects may make it negative in some special cases. In the special case where there is always a single route
used between each OD pair and the travel conditions are independent of link ﬂows, ΔT k − ΔT  will only consist of
travellers who normally use link  and who reroute to k if it is available as backup alternative, and captures how much
worse the impact would be for these travellers if k were not available.
As with the ﬂow-based measure we obtain the global impact-based redundancy importance of k as the weighted
sum
RIimpact(k) =
∑
k
w
(
ΔT k − ΔT 
)
. (4)
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2.4. Summarizing across other links
The weights w can be set in diﬀerent ways to study diﬀerent aspects of redundancy importance. To consider
the maximum importance with respect to any other link we can set w′ = 1 for ′ = argmax RIﬂow(k; ) or ′ =
argmax RIimpact(k; ) and w = 0 otherwise. This approach can be seen as a form of worst-case analysis.
By setting the weights equal for all  we can study topological aspects of redundancy importance. A more inter-
esting approach, perhaps, is to let the weights represent the probabilities of closures on diﬀerent links according to
some estimates of these. This can be seen as the expected, or average-case, redundancy importance of a link. All else
being equal, it is thus considered more important to be a rerouting alternative for a link that is more likely to be closed.
Another reason for weighting by closure probabilities is that it reduces the sensitivity of the analysis to how links and
nodes are deﬁned in the network representation of the real road transport system. Note that only relative probabilities
among links are necessary in order to rank the links according to importance.
3. Case study
3.1. Speciﬁcations and data
We have calculated all importance measures presented in this paper for every link in a selected region of the
Swedish national road network. The main study area consists of 18 municipalities in northern Sweden. This particular
study area was selected since it was deemed to be of particular interest by representatives from the Swedish Road
Administration.
The road network and the concentration of travel demand in and around the study area are shown in Figure 2. The
population in the area is largely concentrated to the east coast, particularly to a few major towns, as well as one large
inland town. The E4 European highway following the east coast is the largest road in the area. A few major roads start
on the east coast and run inwards in the north-west direction. There is also an inland highway, the E45, that stretches
roughly parallel to the E4, see further [4].
When considering redundancy importance we have used the approach where the weights w represent the relative
probabilities that each link is closed. The probabilities, in turn, have been assumed to be proportional to the lengths
of the links, denoted L. We use link length as a crude estimator for the relative probability that the link will be
disrupted by an external event such as a mudslide or local ﬂooding. To make the importance measures easier to
compare between diﬀerent road networks of diﬀerent sizes, we normalize the weights so that they sum to the average
link length, L¯ =
∑
 L/M, where M is the number of links in the network. Thus, w = L/L¯. To investigate the impact
of diﬀerent weighting systems we have also calculated the measures based on the maximum value and with equal
weights for all links (see Section 2.4).
For link pairs constituting two-way road segments, both directions are closed simultaneously, and results are
presented for the link pair rather than for each direction separately. In order to reduce border eﬀects when calculating
the secondary importance measures, we have considered closures of links in twelve adjacent municipalities in addition
to the study area itself.
The network and travel demand data (including both car and truck trips) were obtained from the Swedish national
travel demand model system SAMPERS (Beser and Algers, 2001). For more information about this source of data,
see [4, 13, 14]. Since we limit the analysis to northern Sweden, we have used a network model that is coarser in the
southern parts of the country to reduce the computation time. The road network representation as a whole consists
of 8,529 nodes (including 1,399 OD nodes) and 23,878 directed links. The actual study area contains 5,888 directed
links.
3.2. Impact calculations
The impact of a link closure is here operationalized as the total delay that is caused by the closure as travellers must
switch to longer routes or postpone their journeys until the closure has been lifted. To calculate the delays we use the
simple model described in detail in [14] and used in [13]. The model assumes that travellers’ route and departure time
choices, but not destination or mode choices, may be aﬀected by link closures. While empirical evidence suggests
that this is often a reasonable approximation (see, e.g., [15]), it should be noted that real-world feasible adjustments
may be much more complex and may vary depending on where the closure occurs. We further assume that link travel
times are independent of link ﬂows and that all travellers between origin i and destination j use the shortest available
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Figure 2: The road network representation used in the case study including origin/destination nodes (triangles). The thickness of a link indicates
road size (from highways down to minor roads).
route, assumed to be unique, from i to j. This is a suﬃcient assumption for most of the studied network where traﬃc is
sparse, but it likely underestimates congestion and travel time changes in and around the major towns and highways.
The delay for a single traveller caused by a closure of any link  is then the diﬀerence in travel times on the shortest
route from i to j with and without  being closed. However, if it is more worthwhile to postpone the trip until the links
are reopened, travellers will do so. This aspect of the model becomes eﬀective in places where the road network is
very sparse and it is unrealistic to assume that all people embark on long detours rather than wait for the closure to be
lifted. If the road network is dense, the adjustment becomes insigniﬁcant. If there are no available routes from i to j
during the closure, we calculate the delay as the time from the intended departure time to when the link is reopened.
Throughout the case study we have assumed that the duration of the closures is 12 hours.
4. Results
4.1. Traditional importance
As a point of reference, we begin by studying the traditional importance of the links, i.e., their importance for
transport eﬃciency under normal conditions. Figure 3 shows the normal ﬂow across every link in the study area. The
E4 European highway following the east coast can easily be identiﬁed in the ﬁgure by the large ﬂows on its links. In
the major towns, local roads have large ﬂows and, to a lesser extent, so have the major roads connecting the population
centres. Taken together, these roads can be said to form the backbone of the regional road network.
Figure 3 also shows the traditional impact-based importance of every link, i.e., the total delay incurred when the
link itself is closed. We see that many links with large ﬂows, such as parts of the E4, are important in this sense as
well. However, many less utilized links are also considered important due to the long detours that have to be taken by
those who normally use them. In particular, there a number of cut links scattered in the network, i.e., links without
any alternative routes. Since users of these links have to wait until the links are reopened, they are very important in
the impact-based sense.
4.2. Redundancy importance
Figure 4 shows the ﬂow-based redundancy importance measure (2) calculated for every link in the study area
using link lengths as weights. It appears that most links in the E4 are considerably less redundancy important, in
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Figure 3: Left: Link ﬂow, i.e., ﬂow-based eﬃciency importance (vehicles/hour). Right: Traditional link importance, i.e., impact-based eﬃciency
importance (vehicle hours), 12 hour closure duration. Percentages indicate the share of links in each category.
relative terms, than eﬃciency important (compare Figure 3). In contrast, many links running next to the E4 are
considerably more redundancy important. It is clear that these links, which normally have modest ﬂows, serve as
rerouting alternatives for the many travellers normally using the highway. That such links would be very redundancy
important is in line with our general hypothesis prior to the study.
A less intuitive results is that many links in the sparse southern inland part of the network are highly redun-
dancy important. To investigate the reason for this we have also calculated the secondary link importance using the
maximum-value and equal-weights summarizing methods. The analysis shows that these links are not very important
when these approaches are used; instead, the links parallel to the E4 and links in and around the largest towns com-
pletely dominate. We can thus conclude that it is mainly the fact that many links in the southern inland are long, and
hence assumed to be more likely to be subject to disruptions, that makes some links there important as alternatives.
Figure 4 also shows the impact-based measure (4) calculated for every link, again using link lengths as weights.
Compared to the ﬂow-based measure to the left, importance has shifted even more towards links with low normal
traﬃc ﬂows, in particular to links with long detours to the next-best alternative route. In fact, many of these links are
part of the only alternative route for at least one other link. As can be seen from Figure 2, many of these links are
actually segments of roads that have been split into two or more links by origin/destination nodes connecting to the
road network. Hence, in a sense, these roads constitute their own alternatives.
To see the diﬀerence between the diﬀerent kinds of importance the we consider in this paper, it is constructive
to look at the links in the very northwestern corner of the study area. These links have very low ﬂows normally,
and not many travellers use them as alternatives. Hence, their ﬂow-based importance is low for both eﬃciency and
redundancy (Figures 3 and 4). However, although they are not cut links, the best detours are so long that the traditional
impact-based importance of the links is relatively high (Figure 3). Furthermore, the links are crucial as alternatives so
that some users do not have to wait during the entire closure. Therefore the impact-based redundancy importance of
the links is very high (Figure 4).
It should be noted that impact-based redundancy importance, more so than the ﬂow-based measure, is relatively
sensitive to where the demand nodes connect to the road network in the network model. Hence, the results should be
handled with some care.
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Figure 4: Left: Flow-based redundancy importance (2) (vehicles/hour). Right: Impact-based redundancy importance (4), 12 hour closure duration
(vehicle hours). Percentages indicate the share of links in each category.
5. Conclusion
We argue in this paper that links that constitute valuable backup alternatives when other links fail should be
considered important even if the direct impacts when they fail themselves are small. To quantify this notion of
importance, which we call redundancy importance, we have introduced two measures based on traﬃc ﬂows and
travel impacts, respectively. These measures provide quantitative decision support in the planning of investments,
maintenance and operations. In the analysis we have assumed that all travellers act independently in order to minimize
their own travel times or generalized travel costs. However, the measures could also be used to study the eﬀects of
imposing diﬀerent authoritative rerouting schemes during a failure, such as requiring all heavy vehicles to use certain
roads. In an extraordinary situation it could be valuable to divert traﬃc to other routes than the shortest ones in order
to reduce the probabilities and consequences of additional failures or capacity excesses.
The case study of northern Sweden shows that the redundancy importance measures are distributed very diﬀerently
from their traditional counterparts. With the ﬂow-based measure, the most redundancy important links are located
close to the largest and most heavily used highway in the area or in and around the major towns. When weighting
the links using link length as a proxy for disruption probability, some roads that are alternatives to other very long
roads are also important. With the impact-based measure, importance is added to links with poor next-best alternative
routes, which further shifts importance out to the sparse parts of the network.
If congestion eﬀects had been considered, it is likely that the travel times on small roads serving as backup for
much larger highways would increase signiﬁcantly. If possible, this would (after some equilibration at least) lead to a
distribution of traﬃc on a larger number of routes, which probably would reduce the redundancy importance of these
particular small roads but increase the redundancy importance of other nearby links.
Since we have introduced two measures in this paper, it is reasonable to ask which measure we should use.
In parallel with the traditional ﬂow-based and impact-based measures, we believe that it depends somewhat on the
application. If we think that the link closure is a single, isolated event and that there is no risk for further closures,
then the ﬂow-based measure should be suﬃcient. If, however, we think that there is a possibility that some link
in the rerouting alternatives will also be disrupted (either due to a common cause or due to a ripple eﬀect of the
ﬁrst failure), then the impact-based measure may be appropriate. It should be noted that the impact-based measure
requires the calculation of routes for every combination of two links, whereas the ﬂow-based measure only requires
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route calculations for every single link. This makes analysis using the impact-based measure more computationally
demanding.
In this paper we have restricted the analysis to failures of at most two links at the same time. It is straightforward
to extend the measures and analysis to joint failures of even more links. However, the larger the number of links we
consider, the more combinations of link failures do we need to calculate new routes for. Also, the probabilities that
the links will be simultaneously disrupted in reality should decrease.
A remaining issue is how much relative signiﬁcance one should attribute to the diﬀerent aspects of importance
when prioritizing among projects. This is diﬃcult to answer in exact terms, and may be a matter for political dis-
cussion. There are also other aspects of importance that we have not covered here, such as equity considerations
[14]. However, we realize that the redundancy importance measures capture more of second-order properties of the
network, which may not warrant as high a priority as the performance of the network under normal conditions. Still,
these properties should not be neglected as they certainly become critical in extraordinary situations.
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